“We have ways to make you talk.”

BLOOMINGTON OCT 9— NOV 20

JACQUES COCTEAU
CHEF SETH ELGAR

FRANKENSTEIN
NEVER TOO YOUNG TO DIE

A SPANISH CONVERSATION-STOPPER

NELL DEVITT
CELEBRATING THE ARTS IN BLOOMINGTON FOR MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
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FEATURES

BEATS

Sulaiman Zai: guitar player, music teacher, truth speaker.

By K.D. Self

NELL DEVITT

From sculptures to tiles to installations, clay can do it all. A
proﬁle of local artist Nell Devitt

FRANKENSTEIN

By Paul Sturm

Why was Frankenstein such a sensation when it was published, and why
is it still so relevant today?
By Jordan Nel

A SPANISH CONVERSATION-STOPPER

NEVER TOO YOUNG TO DIE

Why are bad movies so good? A retrospective on the incredibly
terrible (and incredibly fun) Never Too Young to Die, screening at the
IU Cinema.
By Christopher Miles

It was going to be the two-week trip of a lifetime in a grand-estate
turned luxury hotel in Spain – all at only the cost of helping adult
Spaniards improve their English. The fun times, restroom disasters,
and human connections that resulted.
By Shayne Laughter

COLUMNS
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STAGES

Music, Theater, and Comedy, oh
my! Upcoming events around
Bloomington
By Anthony Piatt

JEAN COCTEAU

13

Cocteau drew inspiration from his intuition, dreams, and from the
fantastic realms of fairytale and myth. Cocteau’s one-act opera, La voix
humaine, will be performed in conjunction with a screening of his ﬁlm
adaptation of Orpheus
By Joan Hawkins

TABLES

Fish are disappearing from the
Great Lakes and Seth Elgar is doing
about it.
By Anthony Piatt

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

In A Walk to Remember, while riding the bus, Landon
suggests to Jamie that she work on...
1. her homework
2. her social skills

3. her dance moves
4. her macaroni and cheese

Answer to Last Week’s Question:
In Valerian and the City of a Thousand
Planets, Valerian and Laureline shoot
out the front window of the bus.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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STAGES

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...

... LIVE MUSIC, COMEDY AND THEATER

by Anthony Scott Piatt
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SNAIL MAIL

OCTOBER 16TH @ 9:00PM – THE BISHOP PRESENTED BY SPIRIT OF ‘68
“Thinning” by Snail Mail recalls bands that were fashionable, ﬁttingly, when snail mail
itself was still popular. Sonic giants like Mazzy Star and The Cranberries come to mind002C
along with R.E.M.-esque guitar, and local Harmony Batton (whom Colorado is currently
borrowing from us). If you know and like any of them, at all, catch Lindsey Jordan, at The
Bishop before her wry delivery and taut songwriting propel her to larger venues.
This will likely not happen at a snail’s pace. Jordan, as Snail Mail, is signed, releasing music
and touring. She has a dozen years of classical guitar experience and experiments like the
veteran (at 17) she is.
Pitchfork called “Thinning” a “Best New Track” that “sounds like it’s coming from a
distance, perfect for a song with lines about wanting to lie face down on the ﬂoor for a
whole year and the triumph o f wasting time.”

Don’t wait a whole year, see Snail Mail arrive at The Bishop October 16th. Snail Mail is
getting popular delivering poignant songs, stopping for “neither snow nor rain nor heat nor
gloom of night.”

DEER TICK

OCTOBER 22ND @ 8PM – THE BLUEBIRD
We try to spread coverage of monthly shows
around amongst Bloomington’s many great
venues. This three day run at The Bluebird
is worthy of mentioning. Vegas has “artist in
residence,” can we get a “fan in residence” ticket
package for epic runs like this?

Deer Tick kicks oﬀ the trilogy of rocking acts with
blues and country. What John McCauley started as
a solo act in 2004 has grown, since 2007, into a tight
touring band that is mostly rock with a ‘twang-less’
country spin. Formed in Rhode Island, Deer Tick
has Southern Indiana connections – it was a local
deer tick that inspired McCauley…

“McCauley explained that inspiration for the
name Deer Tick came whilst hiking in the Morgan–
Monroe State Forest near Bloomington, Indiana in
Summer 2005, where he found a deer tick on his scalp one evening having never come into
contact with one before.”
Deer ticks are also known as blacklegged ticks or bear ticks, while Deer Tick has also
been known as Deervana and played “In Utero” in its entirety as such. Tick facts, you’re
welcome.
See Deer Tick under the lyme light October 22.

OLD 97’S

OCTOBER 23RD @ 8PM – THE BLUEBIRD
The Old 97’s step up the twang and country bona
ﬁde’s of this, our second of three progressively rootsdriven shows. The Old 97’s ushered in alt-country
with contemporaries Drive-By Truckers and Uncle
Tupelo. “Loud folk” is the label band captain Rhett
Miller uses.
Dallas bars forged the live chops of the Old 97’s.
Touring, 11 LP’s, two EP’s, a live album and more
have cemented them as fan favorites. Respected by
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rock and country crowds and signed by Chicago based Bloodshot Records, this Texas
band ﬁts on playlists with Wilco, MMJ, and The Bottle Rockets.
The Old 97’s ﬁll the gap between the twang-less country inﬂuenced rock of Deer Tick
and the very twangy Junior Brown.

JUNIOR BROWN

OCTOBER 24TH @ 8PM – THE BLUEBIRD
There was always a divide between the slick Nashville and the raw Bakersﬁeld
sound. Alt-country pushed the boundaries
further from the overproduced pop of industry
country, toward punk and grunge. Junior Brown
is the hot roddin’, crowd pleasing mix, altBakersﬁeld, you might say.

The Venn diagram of these Bloomington concert
triumvirates intersect tonally on their own
“a-chord.” And geographically… while Brown
honed his craft in the outlaw country haven of
Austin (The Old 97’s hail from Dallas), he moved
to Kirksville, Indiana as a young child (Deer Tick is
named after an Indiana tick).
Making music since the 60’s, Junior’s voice and
style energize crowds even those on an epic three
night run of shows. And his double necked “GuitSteel” guitar is a site and sound to behold.

BOB DYLAN & HIS BAND

OCTOBER 29TH @ 7:30PM – THE IU AUDITORIUM

As this column is being
written, Ken Burns and
Lynn Novick have just
released The Vietnam
War, a PBS documentary.
The music on the credits
is Dylan’s “A Hard
Rain’s A-Gonna Fall.”
We continue to come to
terms with Vietnam and
the social upheaval of an
era more than 50 years
in our past. Dylan’s
lasting inﬂuence and
body of work still holds
sway and soundtracks
our journey.

Ya, Dylan famously
shuns monikers like
“voice of a generation,”
whilst his songs of the 60’s help deﬁne the era of civil rights and war protests;
“Blowin’ in the Wind” and “The Times They are a-Changin” have a lasting impact
half a century and beyond. And, yes, Dylan can have inconsistent, even incoherent,
performances in the latter of those decades. Despite his not wanting the label, Dylan
is an icon of music and history. Plus, his band will dictate he sings a bit more clearly
than some of his acoustic snooze singing we’ve been subjected to.
Hell, he’s earned the right to play whatever and however he wants. And we’ll enjoy it!

If he reads this and mumbles anyway, I apologize! Much respect to the artist, Mr. Bob
Dylan.

RAY LAMONTAGNE
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NOVEMBER 4TH @ 8PM –
THE IU AUDITORIUM
A WTTS Rock to Read event:
Monroe County Public Libraries
literacy programs beneﬁt
from the WTTS Rock to Read
programs support. As WTTS
is based in Bloomington with
studios also in Indianapolis the
reach of the charity is twofold.
Supporters include Jockamo
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Upper Crust Pizza and Karma Records.

Just Passing Through is an acoustic tour Ray LaMontagne has
made a duo with Wilco bassist John Stirratt. With 5 of his 6
albums hitting the Top 10 on Billboard’s charts, there are plenty of
songs to interpret for an acoustic bass and guitar set.
Supporting literacy with Grammy winning entertainment, enjoy and
feel good about it.

SIERRA HULL

NOVEMBER 16TH @ 8PM – THE BUSKIRK CHUMLEY THEATER
Alison Krauss
brought her onstage
at the Grand Ole
Opry when Sierra
was 11. Two years
later, Rounder
Records signed
her. Now, coming
into adult life, Bela
Fleck has produced
her latest album,
“Weighted Mind.”

Bela has seen
many prodigies
and luminaries,
he has blended
Monrovian “Blue Moon” traditions with Futuristic sounds of a
synthaxe-drumitar and Flecktoned popular music history. For him
to champion Sierra and produce her album speaks volumes to his
faith in her furthering the legacy.
To that point, Bela says, “She plays the mandolin with a degree of
reﬁned elegance and freedom that few have achieved. And now her
vocals and songwriting have matured to the level of her virtuosity.”

She played the White House, and Carnegie Hall, and the Kennedy
Center, and she became the ﬁrst bluegrass musician to receive
Sierra received a Presidential Scholarship at the Berklee College of
Music. And to Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center and the White
House we now add the Buskirk Chumley. So we don’t have to go to
D.C. or Tennessee to see what Bela and Allison are raving about.

THE TRAVELIN’ MCOURYS

NOVEMBER 18TH @ 8PM – THE BLUEBIRD

May the circle be
unbroken as the
Travelin’ McCourys,
Ronnie and Rob,
progress the genre
and story of their
family and bluegrass
itself. The brothers
used to open for and
make music with
their dad, Del. You
can trace the heritage
of bluegrass with Del
McCoury. Through a
McCoury lens you can see Bill Monroe, Bela Fleck and the Allman
Brothers. The brothers McCoury carry on the acoustic traditions
and aren’t afraid to plug in and jam with the best of the genre,
including Phish and Warren Haynes.
“We like to go in and play traditional bluegrass music the way we
do it with Dad, but we also like to be able to step into situations
where we can really stretch out. If we need to plug in, we’ll plug
in. We’re open to anything.”
Progressive bluegrass may be the unoﬃcial soundtrack of the
area, especially the Uncle Pen stomping grounds just east of
Bloomington. Expect a fun-loving Brown Co. fan base to add to
the Bluebird’s ambience November 18th.
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FRANKENSTEIN

OCTOBER 27TH THRU NOVEMBER 5 – THE BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY
PRESENTED BY CARDINAL STAGE CO.
Immigrants, LGBTQ, New England Patriot fans… what’s your
Frankenstein? Things we don’t always tolerate as a society, things we
don’t understand - not the perils of science - have always been the
dominant themes of Mary Shelley’s iconic story. That’s my opinion,
sure. But, at least not the antithesis of IU’s 2017 Themester: Diversity,
Diﬀerence, and Otherness, which co-produced this presentation.
200 years on, Nick Dear’s play resurrected Shelley’s masterpiece
for the National Theatre in London. In these times of
Charlottesville and Breitbart, Nazi’s, border walls and trans bans,
the themes in Frankenstein are as germane as ever.
We all need a nudge sometimes… let’s face it, Patriot fans are
tough to love. October 27th Frankenstein comes to help, bolt to
get your tickets to this shocking production.

ANTHONY JESELNIK

OCTOBER 19TH THRU OCTOBER 21ST – THE COMEDY ATTIC
Anthony Jeselnik comes to Bloomington for the ﬁrst time this fall.
Anthony is a nice guy, kind of. He received an Emmy Nomination for
his work on “A Night of Too Many Stars: An Overbooked Concert for
Autism Education.”

So, keep that in mind if you like one of his roast victims, roasts are
for charity, after all. He is also a prophetic joke teller. These two
traits culminated in one of the greatest roast
ending scorchers to date. The burn victim,
Donald Trump…
“And Donald, I’m not even sure if you’re
aware of this, but the only diﬀerence
between you and Michael Douglas from the
movie Wall Street, is that no one’s gonna be
sad when you get cancer.”

Expect to be delightfully oﬀended. Wear MAGA
hats at your own risk.

ROY WOOD JR

OCTOBER 27TH & OCTOBER 28TH – THE COMEDY ATTIC
Roy Wood Jr. is a breakout star on The Daily Show. Where Jeselnik
has biting stand up that happens to skewer politicians along with
everyone else. Roy has excellent observational comedy skills,
bringing light to his ostensibly political reporting. Simply, he’s perfect
for situational comedy that leaves room for thought, delivered with
his trademark “charismatic crankiness.”
“No, No, No, leave Mars
alone. The universe is like an
apartment complex, ok, and
NASA is just going around,
knocking on random doors and
letting themselves in… what,
cause the faucet works, we’re
allowed to live there?” – Roy
Wood, “Water on Mars,” The
Daily Show

If you only know Roy through
his work with The Daily
Show, check out some of his
many stand up, sitcom and
special appearances. He is a
journeyman and his irascible but empathetic delivery is perfect
for the Attic and its crowd.

[editor’s note: Anthony Scott Piatt has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so
far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He
accepts comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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IU FINE ARTS PLAZA

NOV. 2

THURSDAYS
on the arts plaza

@IUAHCouncil • #IUFT
GO.IU.EDU/FIRST
OCT/NOV 2017
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PHOTO OF CHEF SETH TAKEN BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

Local Chef Warns Of

GREAT LAKES FISH CRISIS
N EW “ TABL E S” SE C T ION ARRI VE S
The Ryder has long provided a look into live performances
such as music, theater and comedy with a preview section
called “Stages.” We now start a look at art of a diﬀerent
nature with “Tables.” Our reviews will give preference to
fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus, local specialties, festivals and special nights of
entertainment that feature food.
We will focus on food as art and community builder. Not a
food critic, per se, but a food as art enthusiast. To help ﬁnd,
dive into, and share the exploration of local culinary oﬀerings,
we will enlist Southern Indiana food experts. Our inaugural
guest is Chef Seth Elgar whom many know and appreciate
for his work with area restaurants (NOCO, Finch’s) and for
participating in and supporting the Community Kitchen for
years, including the annual Chef’s Challenge.
Chef Seth had already agreed to lend a hand when he shared
an alarming report at the end of September and removed Great
Lakes ﬁsh from the menu at Finch’s. We will explore the ramiﬁcations and beneﬁts, talk about Monterey Bay Aquarium’s eﬀorts
to guide our choices, what we can do as consumers and how to
source sustainable ﬁsh from local restaurants and markets.
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By Anthony Scott Piatt

GREAT LAKES PISCARY WARNING
SOUNDED, SETH ELGAR AMPLIFIES
STEWARDSHIP GOALS
Below is the alarm bell that was rang on a Facebook post from
Chef Seth. He shared his thoughts upon relaying an email from
Supreme Lobster, a regional seafood purveyor, based out of Chicago. Here is that post…
“Finch’s customers, we will not be serving any more Great
Lakes ﬁsh this season. I always do my best to make sure that
what I serve is ethically sourced, and as populations are dwindling we will vote with our dollar to ease demands on our part.
Please read the email contents below:
‘Lake ﬁsh is becoming less and less each week. Fishermen are
frustrated at the lack of ﬁsh for the amount of money, time and
energy being expended. In Wisconsin a two brother ﬁshing
operation caught 42 lbs. on Monday. One of our other ﬁshermen caught 81 lbs. yesterday of whiteﬁsh. Susie Q was ﬁshing
yesterday 3 miles out at 70, 100 and 135 foot depths and caught
50 lbs. for the day. This is not the exception but the norm for a
great portion of Lake Superior, Lake Huron and Lake Michigan
ﬁshermen. We have a Michigan ﬁshermen south and east of
Mackinac on Lake Huron that has not caught whiteﬁsh in over
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a week. The fuel cost was over 300 dollars
not including cost of labor. Lake ﬁsh is just
not happening.
Lake Trout was abundant (and within) two
weeks catches started to decline.
Lake Erie ﬁshermen continue to catch yellow
lake perch (75%+ of quota ﬁlled) at the
expense of the other species like walleye and
bass. The real concern is if the ﬁshermen
will have the time to catch the walleye quota
and if no, how much quota will be left in
the lakes (quota left in lake could go against
them for next year’s quota allowances). The
Canadian Fish Board is expected to start
ﬁshing this week. Will they catch a lot or a
little and what sizes will it be? Will the ﬁsh
be available or get shipped overseas?
Remember that “Board” ﬁsh is traveling a
much greater distance from the more western
Canadian Provinces.
The ﬁshing community has not experienced
previously what is currently happening on
the lakes.’”
That dire warning deﬁned our focus for this
story, begged we research ﬁsh guides and
spawned this issues interview with Seth.

OUR INTERVIEW WITH
CHEF SETH ELGAR
[ANTHONY PIATT]: What does this crisis
likely mean for the ﬁsh populations of the
Great Lakes?
[SETH ELGAR]: The crisis means that either
we are harvesting in a manner which is not
sustainable, or that rising air & water temperatures are driving ﬁsh into deeper waters
than these ﬁshermen historically catch them.
Neither scenario is pretty.
[AP]: As a supply chain ‘partner’ of the ﬁshermen, how do chefs continue to support the
ﬁshermen?
[SE]: It is VERY IMPORTANT to do business
with professionals who share common values
with you, and understand why sustainability is
a concern for you and your business. This is no
diﬀerent than any other supply chain vendor.
We support the distributors by identifying
sustainable ﬁshermen or aquaculture farmers,
buying the products, labeling it where and
when possible on our menus (or verbalizing
it with our clientele), and only serving that
product while it is in season to limit stress and
strain on populations during mating seasons,
etc. Another item of concern is to pay attention
to the lists of endangered/threatened seafood
and keep those items oﬀ of your list.
[AP]: What is the balance between sustainable
ﬁsh and ﬁshermen’s livelihoods?
[SE]: The balance is that by voting with your
dollar you shift the wholesale demand in the
market, and move farmers/ﬁshermen into bet-
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Hoosier Water Away Service
Basements
Crawlspaces
Downspout Extensions
Foundations
Yards
FREE ESTIMATES
INSURED

812 345.0342

HoosierWaterAway@gmail.com

WE PROUDLY RECOMMEND

RCV ROOFING AND SEAMLESS GUTTERS
Pizza | Pasta | Salads | Calzones | Sandwiches | Italian Chicken & Gluten-Free Dinners | Beer & Wine

Rice flour pizza crust!
Corn-based spaghetti!
Gluten-free appetizers
& sandwiches!
Top it all off with a frosty bottle
of Redbridge gluten-free beer!

Gluten-Free
Menu

Now Available @ Buc
ceto’s

East 3rd & 45-46 Bypass by Starbucks 812-331-1234 | West 3rd in front of Kroger 812-323-0123

See our menu & specials at Buccetos.com

VanceMusicCenter.com M-F 9:30-5:30 SAT 9:30 - 5
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ter areas of business. You can also balance things out by revisiting
seasonal seafood items when inventories are healthy, thus bringing that regular business to your ﬁshermen and guaranteeing a
better quality of life for them and their families.
[AP]: What adjustments, diﬃculties and opportunities will restaurants face if they…
…source more sustainable ﬁsh?
[SE]: The only adjustments to be had are just getting in the habit
of asking for sustainable seafood options...The more you ask the
more your sales reps will source it for you. The burden of researching a harvester/farmer, though, falls on the consumer. Sales
people want to sell you things, so buyer beware.
…choose to order whatever remains available from the Great
Lakes?
[SE]: As for those who choose to continue to buy and sell Great
Lakes ﬁsh...The price has been steadily going up this season, and
will continue to do so. Eventually the market will “right itself”
and the retail price will be too high for the consumer, and sales
will plummet.
Smart buyers will curb their purchases, and hopefully restaurants
get smarter and bring in options which aren’t under this kind of
pressure.
[AP]: To what extent do guides such as Monterey Bay Aquarium’s
Seafood Guide help chefs and/or diners?
[SE]: The online guides are updated regularly, and I highly recommend them to any conscientious consumer.
[AP]: Tips for local retail shoppers… (and where to shop)?
[SE]: Any of your meat and seafood vendors should be able to
provide you with the point of origin for their wares. Shellﬁsh
come with ID tags, most ﬁsh are sold by the body of water they
come from and so you can ensure your ﬁsh come from cleaner
waters
[AP]: What we can do as diners… (and where to do it)?
[SE]: As diners, your best bet is to ask your server/chef/butcher
about the product. The more that folks ask the more likely they
are to take your concerns for sustainability seriously.
[AP]: What’s an appropriate way to inquire about a restaurants
ﬁsh sourcing? Should diners ask the host, wait staﬀ or chef…
during reservations, at host stand, or at the table?
[SE]: Any questions about sourcing for restaurants should ideally
be sent in advance by email or leaving a voicemail and a staﬀ
member (manager/chef) can answer those questions with more
detail than what is the typical “spur of the moment” table-side
questioning.
[AP]: What sources will indicate populations have risen enough
for regional consumers and chefs to start buying Great Lakes ﬁsh
again?
[SE]: The seafood watch lists should alert us all as to when populations have returned to safe levels, and at that point we can all
return to enjoying the fresh water bounty around us.

SEAFOOD WATCH BY MONTEREY BAY
AQUARIUM – A CONSUMER GUIDE

Roughly one-third of assessed ﬁsh populations are over-ﬁshed
and over half are fully-ﬁshed. Seafood Watch recommends more
aquaculture farming and less wild caught seafood.
Android and iPhone systems both support the app version of The
Seafood Watch, assisting you with general seafood options and
also updates on regional issues akin to the current Great Lakes
crisis. For years, Bloomingfoods has carried the pocket guide.
My recollection is of Midwest and other regions, each containing
some national information and folding down to wallet size. The
printed guides are handy, keeping in mind the app will be able to
alert you of a changing status on demand.
What can we do about it? Besides avoiding unsustainable and
toxic ﬁsh for ourselves, what can we do to raise awareness? As
we talked about with Chef Seth, ask the folks with whom you do
business.
Seafood Watch says it this way, “Ask the Question: “Do You Sell
Sustainable Seafood?” By asking this simple but important question at your grocery store or restaurant, you can help shape the
demand for, and ultimately supply of, ﬁsh that’s been caught or
farmed in environmentally sustainable ways.”
[Editor’ note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at
WFHB for 20 years so far and publicized David Grisman, The
Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate
mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]

“Catﬁsh,

Channel, Farmed, Domestic”
is listed as a “Best Choice”
by Monterey Bay Aquarium.
U.S. farmed catﬁsh is a widely
available sustainable ﬁsh Hoosiers already love. Here’s a recipe
from the Seafood Watch website.
(Full recipe online at seafoodwatch.org).

SUSTAINABLE
SEAFOOD RECIPE
Spiced Catﬁsh Tacos with Pickled
Shallots and Chipotle Crema
“Chef Nathan Lyon improves
upon the traditional seafood
taco by pairing seasoned catﬁsh
with avocado, cabbage, pickled
shallots and a dollop of chipotle
crema. Finish with cilantro and a
squeeze of fresh lime for a light
and ﬂavorful dish.”

This simple statement leads oﬀ the homepage of Seafood Watch
(seafoodwatch.org): “Helping people make better seafood choices
for a healthy ocean” And, next to a “Search Seafood Recommendations” box that prompts you to name a ﬁsh or sushi: “Our
recommendations help you choose seafood that’s ﬁshed or farmed
in ways that have less impact on the environment.”
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WHAT TO DIGEST WHEN
YOU’RE EXPECTING...
BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

. . . FO O D F U N D R A I S E R S
PHI ALPHA DELTA PHIL ANTHROPY EVENT
OCTOBER 20 @ 01:00 PM – HOOSIER HILL’S FOOD BANK

FOOD TRUCK FRIDAYS

FRIDAYS 11AM - 9PM – FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH PRESENTED BY THE CHOCOLATE MOOSE
Rush Hour Station, Smoke Eaters BBQ, LaPoblano, and
Formerly held at The Chocolate Moose parking lot, this
All Thaid Up.
event has grown even larger in its new home, the First
Taylor Bush, of the church’s newspaper, writes, “The
United Methodist Church, to over 2,000 weekly guests.
church chooses a diﬀerent charity each month to be
Along with more food trucks, you also get live music,
represented at the Food Truck Fridays. The organization
the Moose’s ice cream and, why not, an airbrush tattoo.
receives recognition on stage and donations.”
These trucks are regulars; Nowhere Mandrews, The
Gravy Train, The Gyro Truck, Rasta Pops, Sofra Café,

… FO O D F E S T I VA L S

W INE-A-REE W INE FESTI VA L

NOV 4TH – THE COMMONS, 300 WASHINGTON STREET, COLUMBUS, IN

…SEASON A L / SPECIA L EV ENTS

APPLE DINNER

OCTOBER 26TH – FINCH’S BRASSERIE
Finch’s Apple Dinner will be Chef Seth Elgar’s ﬁrst
cocktail pairings. For more information on the Apple
special event since taking over as Executive Chef. Every
Dinner you can email (candaceﬁnch@gmail.com).
course will showcase local apples... As will some of the

…TAST INGS
HIGH W EST DISTILLERY PAIRING DINNER

OCTOBER 15TH @ 6PM - C3 BAR
contemplative combinations as Chef Matthew, Nick and
C3 presents this special dinner prepared by bar manager
crew collaborate on the evenings menu. More info (and
Nick Matio and executive chef Matthew Smith featuring
menu) available at www.c3bloomington.com and
the spirits of Utah’s High West Distillery. The dinner
www.highwest.com.
will be four cocktail and food courses, which promise

… M I S C E L L A N E O U S FO O D E V E N T S
CAMPFIRE COOKING WORKSHOP

OCTOBER 15TH @ 3:30PM - PAYNETOWN SRA
Open wood burning ﬁre cooking and baking are good
recipes and prepared food. Interested outdoor cooks
skills for camping or just added value to the neighcan sign up at http://bit.ly/campﬁrecookingoct2017.
borhood BBQ. Up to 8 people cook and eat, take home

ANNUAL FOOD DAY CELEBR AT ION!

OCTOBER 28TH @ 2:00PM – MOTHER HUBBARD’S CUPBOARD
dra Brewer “can” help us preserve our food. You could
Food, pies, stories for kids and informal symposia for
have more pie now.
adults. The key part, of course, is a Pie Potluck. Food JusBoth the Bloomington Food Policy Council and Buildtice is a focus of the adults, food stories for the youth, and
ing a Thriving Compassionate Community (BTCC) will
pie for everyone. Any way you slice it, it’ll be a good day.
be there discussing the state of food and hunger and
The Monroe County Youth Council will have hot cider
what policies might actuate change. And pie.
and a kids cabaret. Grown in Town Farm will be on
hand to promote and chat about urban agriculture. Ken“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so
far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more.
the ride… “It may be healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer
and thanks, than to eat sprouts and bread with doubts and dread.” He accepts comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.
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TALKING WITH THE TIMELESS

SU LA I M A N Z AI
WATCHING THE BEATS
by K. D . Se lf

S. ZAI: “Both teaching and performing facilitate communication,
whether with student, audience, or instrument. Teaching and
performing absolutely go hand-in-hand.”
Over the past ten years, Sulaiman and Jill Zai have
presented annual local concerts that feature their compositions
(as well as other composers’ works). These gatherings of as
many as forty musicians began as a way to bring together
performers and audiences in community; that effort continues.
This year, Sulaiman will be introducing a couple of new
compositions and, as always, there will be an international
flair. Global cultural leanings for the concert include Spanish
(Flamenco), Italian, classical, and transcendental styles.
S. ZAI: “One of the pieces we will perform in concert is ‘Write It On
Your Heart,’ based on the poem by Ralph Waldo Emerson. This piece
echoes Emerson’s line: ‘Every day is the best day in the year.’”

Music—creating sound
in time—points
toward the timeless.
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photo by K.D. Self

Sulaiman Zai treats me to a moment of magnificent guitar
playing. From the ethers, he conjures “Sunburst” (by Andrew
York), a light-filled composition that will be the opening
number for Zai’s October 20th (7 pm) Bloomington concert, to
be held at St. Thomas Lutheran Church.
When Sulaiman Zai plays guitar, his essence vibrates,
speaks universal truth. Words seem not his first language. I ask
about personal background, performances, teaching practices,
and compositional work—to which Sulai just Zen laughs.
Within his laughter, all and none of my queries are answered.
Then, he begins to reflect nuances on his story.
Zai began playing guitar at age eleven. By the time he was
sixteen, Sulaiman was already proficient enough to instruct
others. He studied and taught at Indiana University’s School
of Music before opening a private studio in 1990--with his wife
Jill, a celebrated violinist.

This year’s tenth annual concert is a benefit for Interfaith
Emergency Winter Shelter. Besides Jill and Sulaiman Zai, other stellar
musicians who have participated in previous shows will perform
on October 20th. Instrumental combinations will vary from soloists
and smaller groups (duets and trios) to larger orchestral and choral
ensembles.
S. ZAI: “Music—creating sound in time--points toward the timeless. True
communication happens in the timeless, is not limited to exchanging a few
words. Communication is always going on, but when it’s happening truly,
there is no mistaking it.”
Besides teaching music for forty-four years, Sulaiman has also
been teaching martial arts for thirty years. He says both practices are
concerned with the same thing—authentic communication. Learning
martial arts (and learning to play music) are each powerful avenues
toward self-awareness.
St. Thomas Lutheran Church is located at 3800 East Third Street,
Bloomington. The Interfaith Emergency Winter Shelter’s mission is to
“provide low-barrier winter shelter for [the] homeless.”
Contact K.D. Self at: ChoosingActiveCompassion@gmail.com.
For more info, go to: Sulaimanzai.weebly.com;
https://www.facebook.com/zaiviolin/; and
https://www.interfaithwintershelter.org/mission/ .
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never too
too young
young
never

to die
die
to

If you enjoy stupid plots, bad taste and schlock, do
not miss this opportunity to see some of the most
excruciatingly bad love scenes, plot twists, and
editing in film history.

[editor’s note: Never Too Young To Die will screen as part of
the Underground Film Series at Indiana University Cinema on
Friday, November 3 at 6:30 p.m.
Part of what makes bad movies so much fun is that often
they tell a special kind of truth. Really good narrative films
are often defined as good based, in part, on how successfully
they hide the seams of their making. The smooth, seamless
experience of Hollywood films is a precondition for the
immersive experience so many filmmakers strive to create
for their viewers. This effect, when expertly achieved, allows
a film’s aesthetics, moral weight, poetic force, or expert
storytelling to seize and envelop a viewer. Floating in this
transfixed state opens one up to feeling the “truths” that socalled great movies are often aimed at conveying – think Best
Picture Oscar winners about love, friendship, family, sacrifice,
etc.
Something interesting happens when you fail at trying to
make a film according to those basic cinematic rules: the seams
start to show. The experience of noticing a confusing cut, a
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By
Christopher
Miles

badly framed shot, or a terribly acted scene can jar you out of the
story, and can derail whatever emotional, aesthetic, or moral purpose
the scene or film was trying to convey. Bad films, in other words, can
expose some of the most powerful examples of political, cultural, and
aesthetic assumptions holding sway at a given time and place – they
are absurd, uncanny encounters with the ideological architecture of
our world. And the experience of unexpectedly seeing conventions
outrageously violated is, basically, hilarious. Which is exactly why
you should watch Never Too Young To Die (1986), one of the best worst
films you’ve probably never seen.
Every fan of fantasy knows that genre luminary J.R.R Tolkien
created a rich, mythic cosmos for his stories to inhabit. Less well
known, however, is that Tolkien also crafted a compelling, and
unique, philosophy of fantasy literature to parallel his mythos. In
his essay “On Fairy Stories,” Tolkien detailed one of his core reasons
for writing fantasy: the desire to create moments of what he called
“eucatastrophe,” or “the joy of the happy ending … the good
catastrophe, the sudden joyous turn.” Against this concept Tolkien
set “dyscatastrophe,” “sorrow and failure,” and the possibilities
of total joy and total ruin existed in a vital relationship with one
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another throughout his work. Never Too
Young To Die, a cinematic fantasy of the subgenre “washed up pro wrestler’s steroid
withdrawal-induced fever dream,” is
neither of these. It is, instead, an example
of that rarest and most precious narrative
jewel: unalloyed catastrophe, glittering
pure.
Never Too Young To Die is the story of
Lance Stargrove, a high school gymnast
turned reluctant sci-fi secret agent, played
by a 22-year old John Stamos in his first
starring film role. Stargrove’s mission is
to stop the psychotic, “hermaphroditic”
(…we’ll return to this) warlord Velvet
Von Ragnar (Gene Simmons), who killed
Stargrove’s secret agent father and plans to
commit a major terrorist attack. He soon
finds help and companionship in the form
of his dad’s former partner (and possible
former lover?), Danja Deering, played by
model, musician, and Prince collaborator
Vanity. Along the way, Stargrove and
Deering face off against a collection of
80’s future-primitive mutant punk clichés,
including one henchman played by
Nightmare on Elm Street’s Robert Englund.
Never Too Young To Die represents a
very special breed of bad cinema, one in a
cohort that includes films like Hard Ticket to
Hawaii (1987) and 1988’s Mac and Me. This
isn’t Manos: The Hand of Fate (1966) or The
Final Sacrifice (1990), a budgetless visual
sneeze that feels like a two hour series of
guesses compiled by someone who once
heard of something called “a film.” Neither
is it Sharknado (2013) or Kung Fury (2015), a
network-backed meta-product deliberately
conceived as an aesthetic experience of
the “B-movie.” And unlike, say, C.H.U.D.
(1984), Chopping Mall (1986), or Troma’s best
films, Never Too Young To Die isn’t (simply)
“bad” insofar as it’s an attack on good taste.
The thing is, there are production values
here – we get passable props, moderately
competent camera work, locations (that’s
right, locations plural), and a presumably
expensive, if truly perplexing, cast of B- and
C-level “celebrities.” This is also a film
that, despite overreliance on pop-culture
reference and stale tropes for any sense of
what it’s doing or why it exists at all, is not
ironic or cynical at its heart. It means what
it says: Never Too Young To Die wants to be
cool, badass, edgy. It’s just that when a film
declares itself “Rocky Horror Picture Show
meets Rambo,” to quote its director’s actual
words, it clearly has no idea what it’s trying
to say. This sense of moorless confusion
is further helped along by a crew that
appears universally powerless to translate
screenplay concepts into visual storytelling.
In other words, it takes a special blend of
earnestness, failure, cliché, undercooked
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The sense of moorless confusion
is further helped along by a film
crew that appears universally
powerless to translate
screenplay concepts into
vision,
low-end
visual storytelling. It
competence,
takes a special blend of
and
some
earnestness, failure,
money to
clichE, undercooked
create this
vision, low-end
particular flavor
competence, and some
of straightforward
catastrophe.
money to create
No one who lived
this particular
through the period this
flavor of
film was made in escaped
straightforward
unscathed by the mad
catastrophe.
Reaganite swirl of excess that

characterized those years. My
own little brain first crackled
into consciousness stewing in this
cultural psychosphere, a time obsessed
with extremes of every conceivable kind,
whether bodies, possessions, power, order, or fame.
All of it, to some degree, felt generated by a bizarre tension
between an incessant, shrill allegiance to the extremely normal
that was also, simultaneously, a testosterone-soaked celebration
of the extra-ordinary. The biggest car, muscles, missiles, breasts;
the brightest neon, tannest white skin, newest TV, most feathered
hair; whatever you had, it had to be the best. But in order to be
the best, it also, paradoxically, had to be not weird.
No period of American history has been marked by an
uncontested celebration of difference, whether racially, sexually,
psychologically, or in terms of ability, gender, religion, or culture.
What felt novel about the Reagan era and the 4-year George
Bush after-hours party that followed, however, was that sociocultural difference was not simply erased. Instead, the nonnormative was often foregrounded, and defanged, through its
incorporation into the grammar of hetero-nationalist spectacle.
Thirty years of ceaseless civil rights activism and political
agitation had made it impossible for mainstream America to just
ignore or exile otherness as it had in the 1950s; if by the 1980s
“deviants” and Others couldn’t be hidden, they could be framed
as monstrous, and cast as the enemy. The lessons I learned from
hours of watching G.I. Joe, Wrestlemania, Transformers, and
MTV, Schwarzenegger, Stallone, Kilmer, and the rest of the beefy,
machine-gun toting sigils of American Values I loved as a kid
was that women or people who acted “like women” -- people
with accents, people with big stomachs, dark skin, no hair, or
who were otherwise somehow formally signaled as “ugly” -were usually there to do harm, and so needed to be punished or
put in their place.
Because it’s more a loose collection of 80s tropes and
zeitgeist than a piece of art created by someone with a
meaningful idea, Never Too Young To Die, like so much of 80s
media, basically just recapitulates this hyperbolic Reaganite
milieu. Just, badly. Its characters are exquisitely unsophisticated
expressions of that underlying, dominant cultural sense of good
and bad outlined above. Velvet Von Ragnar, as an intersex
person, is unsurprisingly the most egregious and loaded example
in the film. Original misogynist edgelord Simmons plays Ragnar
like the effete inverse of his KISS persona; while both characters
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wear elaborate BDSM-y costumes and makeup, Simmons’ KISS
demon does so in overt service to hypermasculinity. Ragnar’s
“evil,” on the other hand, seems to stem directly from the fact
that instead of concealing or rejecting their biology in shame, they
celebrate it, using it to leverage other character’s discomfort or awe
to their advantage, and so thrive in a queer, punk-filled, criminal
underworld of their own making.
It’s important to be aware going into this film that it relies
pretty heavily on the same vicious homo- and trans-phobic
stereotypes that typify most media, then and now. It may help to
know, however, that the film’s ineptitude extends to even here.
Whatever else it may be, Simmons’ performance feels committed; the
all-in camp leer and swishy absurdity with which he plays Ragnar
repeatedly undermines what little repulsive gravity the character
was intended to have, unintentionally destabilizing the film’s
implicit politics. As a consequence, Ragnar arguably ends up more
compelling and relatable than any of the ostensible protagonists;
as, for instance, when in a fight scene with Stargrove, they muse
“Lance, can’t you see the greatness in me? I’m male and female,
man and woman. I’m BETTER THAN YOU ARE!”
All in all, Never Too Young To Die is pantheon-level bad; it’s on
par with any of the now-infamous cinematic hurricanes like Troll 2
(1990), The Room (2003), or Miami Connection (1987), but was harder
to find than many until its reissue on DVD last year. If you enjoy
stupid plots, bad taste, schlock, and that special kind absurdity that
only emerges from the inept, do not miss this opportunity to see
some of the most excruciatingly bad love scenes, plot twists, and
editing in film history.
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Pizza | Pasta | Salads | Calzones | Sandwiches
Italian Chicken & Gluten-Free Dinners | Beer & Wine

We’re #1...again!

Best Pizza. Best Italian. Best Lunch. Best Vegetarian.
2017 Herald Times Readers’ Choice

No

Wines!

Over 50
Gluten-Fre
Menu Item e
s
w Avail
able @ Bu

cceto’s

Crafts!
Beer

Come in & give us a try!
Don’t feel like going out? Call for delivery!

Dine In | Carryout | Delivery | Catering
East 3rd & 45-46 Bypass by Starbucks 812-331-1234
West 3rd & Liberty in front of Kroger 812-323-0123
OCT/NOV 2017

Buccetos.com
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event h
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Giant Claw Superstars & Clue;
the Bishop; 9pm; $8-$10
• Being Bloomington: Being
Together (meditation); BuskirkChumley Theater; 11am; free
• Up on a Tuesday Music Festival
(R&B & Hip-Hop); BuskirkChumley Theater; 9pm; $40-$65
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11TH

• Nuclear Dangers; Bloomington
Peace Action Coalition;
Unitarian Universalist Church of
Bloomington; 7pm
• Tom Roznowski with Sarah
Flint; Player’s Pub; 6pm; $5
• Wednesday Evening Open Mic;
Player’s Pub; 9:15pm; free
• Huckleberry Funk; Bluebird;
10pm; $5
• BEAT Fall Show; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm;
$7-$10
• Austin Lucas & Ryan Singer;
Comedy Attic; 8pm; $10
• Queer Condition: A Night of
Storytelling; Back Door; 7:30pm
•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12TH

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Spoken Word (Writers Guild
at Bloomington); Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5
• Hyper Color Tour/Liquid
Stranger/Manic Focus; Bluebird;
9pm; $17-$20
• BEAT Fall Show; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm;
$7-$10
• Tribute to Theloneus Monk;
Bear’s Place; 5:30pm; $6-$8
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Nate Bargatze; Comedy Attic;
8pm; $12-$15
• Heart & Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Heartland Film Festival;
Indianapolis; October 12-22

• The Vallures (ﬁnal show);
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $10
• Omar Apollo with Andrew Paul
Davis; the Bishop; 9pm; $7-$10
• Spaﬀord; Bluebird; 9pm; $15
• The Mersey Beatles; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm;
$10-$45
• Nate Bargatze; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $12-$15; 10:30pm, $10-$13
• RESPECT-The Women of
Rock ‘n’ Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Three Sisters (Chekhov); IU
Department of Theatre; 7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14TH
• WFHB’s Saturday’s Child; Ron
Kadish & Friends; Monroe
County History Center; 11am
• WFHB’s LocalFest 2017 (local
bands including *ASK; John
Dehner & the Enthusiasts);
Blockhouse Bar; 8:30pm; $5
• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Clayton Anderson/Sheila
Stephen; Bluebird; 9pm; $8
• Nate Bargatze; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $14-$18; 10:30pm, $12-$15
• The Birth of Rock & Roll; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Big Church Night Out Tour/
Newsboys; IU Assembly Hall;
6pm
• Moonlight Disco!; Blockhouse
Bar; 10pm; $5
•

S U N D AY, O C T O B E R 1 5 T H

• Sylvia McNair & Friends
Sing for Shalom; First United
Methodist Church; 2pm; $20
students, $30 adults
• Willie Watson; Bluebird; 8pm; $15
• Picastro with Early Life and Bryne
Bridges; the Bishop; 9pm; $5

M O N D AY, O C T O B E R 1 6 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• MINC Mondays Local Solo/
Duo Showcase (Jack McGrew);
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $5
• Snail Mail with Melkbelly; the
Bishop; 9pm; $10-$12
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

T U E S D AY, O C T O B E R 1 7 T H
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•
The Mersey Beatles; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm; $10-$45
•

F R I D AY, O C T O B E R 1 3 T H
• Finley Deckard & Kadish;
Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18TH
• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $5
• Call & Response/Jazz and
improvisational music series;
Blockhouse Bar; 8pm
• Wednesday Evening Open Mic;
Player’s Pub; 9:15pm; free

•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19TH

• NRBQ; Player’s Pub; 6pm; $25
• /Midnight Tyrannosaurus;
Bluebird; 9pm; $15
• The Stone Foxes with Otto
Mobile and the Moaners; the
Bishop; 9:30pm; $10-$12
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Anthony Jeselnik; Comedy Attic;
8pm; $30
• The Birth of Rock & Roll; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

• Lung/Whelmed/Heaven
Honey; the Bishop; 8pm; $5
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2

F R I D AY, O C T O B E R 2 0 T H

• Sulaiman Zai; St. Thomas
Lutheran Church (beneﬁts
Interfaith Emergency Winter
Shelter); 7pm
• Gino Gulley & the Whole Nine
Yards; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• The Dew Daddies; Player’s Pub;
8pm; $5
• Hairbangers Ball/Boy Band
Review; Bluebird; 9pm; $8
• Start-Up Mic Night; the Bishop;
5:30pm; $5
• Anthony Jeselnik; Comedy Attic;
8pm & 10:30pm; $30
• Heart & Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Blondie/TalkingHeads/
Vulfpeck—Cover Band Show;
Blockhouse Bar; 8pm (music
9:30)
•

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21ST

• Breast Cancer Awareness
Walk; Showers Plaza; 8:30am
registration
• Family Fun Walk (Monroe
County Autism Foundation);
Olcott Park; 12pm registration
• Forest Gras Band; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Amplify Peace: Saving Syrian
Lives (Omar Oﬀendum; Bassel
& Supernaturals; Kayem; Ronnie
Malley & Turath Ensemble);
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $20
• Juke Luke & The Juice Caboose/
Hole in the Sky-Black Sabbath
Tribbute; Bluebird; 9pm; $5
• Anthony Jeselnik; Comedy Attic;
8pm & 10:30pm; $30
• RESPECT-The Women of
Rock ‘n’ Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

Junior Brown; Bluebird; 7pm; $20
•

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24TH
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam/WhistleBit; Player’s
Pub; 8pm; $2
• Junior Brown; Bluebird; 7pm; $20
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25TH
• Stardusters Little BIG Band;
Player’s Pub; 6pm; $7
• Wednesday Evening Open Mic;
Player’s Pub; 9:15pm; free
• Jacky Boy Record Release Show
with Prayer Breakfast & Nice
Try; the Bishop; 9:30pm; $7
• Luxe’s Open Stage; Back Door;
Sign up at 10, Show at 11
• Call & Response/Jazz and
improvisational music series;
Blockhouse Bar; 8pm
•
•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26TH

• Out of the Darkness Walk
(beneﬁts American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention); IU
Stadium; 2pm
• Deer Tick; Bluebird; 8pm; $20$25
•

• Chainsaw Mondays; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $5
• The Main Squeeze; Bluebird;
9pm; $10
• Girlpool with Palm & Lala Lala;
the Bishop; 9:30 pm; $15
• The Katatonics & the Orchard
Keepers; Back Door; 9pm; $5
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Heart & Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• RESPECT-The Women of
Rock ‘n’ Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 2pm
• TEDxIndiana University; IU
Auditorium; 6pm; $15 students,
$25 public
•

• Old 97s/Lilly Hiatt; Bluebird;
8pm; $18-$20
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3

• Ya Never Know; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Rough Draft; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Bloomington Ignite; the Bishop;

S U N D AY, O C T O B E R 2 2 N D

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23RD

F R I D AY, O C T O B E R 2 7 T H
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horizon
5:30pm; free
• Rod Tuﬀcurls & Benchpress;
Bluebird; 8pm; $8
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30
pm; $15.95-$34.95
• Rocky Horror Picture Show
(Cardinal Stage); BuskirkChumley Theater; 11:59 pm;
$15-$25
• F*ck Yeah Freaky Friday; Back
Door; 10:30pm
• Roy Wood Jr.; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $18; 10:30pm; $15
• The Birth of Rock & Roll; Brown
County Playhouse; 2pm &
7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28TH
• The Uke-Tones; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Soul Street; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm; $10
• Huckleberry Funk; Bluebird;
9pm; $5
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 7:30pm; $15.95-$34.95
• Rocky Horror Picture Show
(Cardinal Stage); BuskirkChumley Theater; 11:59 pm;
$15-$25
• Roy Wood Jr.; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $18; 10:30pm; $15
• RESPECT-The Women of
Rock ‘n’ Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Dennis James Hosts Halloween
(1925 ﬁlm: The Monster); IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm; $13-$25
• Queer Cabaret: HallowQueen;
Back Door; 11pm

•

•

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30; $3
• Trevor Sensor with Poolboy; the
Bishop; 9pm; $10
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Spooky Goofs-featuring Lost
Boys (ﬁlm); Back Door; 7:30pm
•

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31ST

• Honky Tonk with the Blue
Diesel Ramblers; Player’s Pub;
5pm
• The Dynamics; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm
• Lucero; Bluebird; 8pm; $20
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 7:30pm; $15.95-$34.95
• Alice Wetterlund; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $12-$15; 10:30pm, $10-$13
•

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1ST

• Milk Carton Kids; Bluebird;
7pm; $30
• Julia Lucille; the Bishop; 8pm; $7
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm;
$15.95-$34.95
• Karaoke; Back Door; 10pm
•

MONDAY, OCTOBER 30TH

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Motown the Musical; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
•
• In Accord & the Eastern
European Ensemble; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $5
• Wednesday Evening Open Mic;
Player’s Pub; 9:15pm; free
• Kacy & Clayton; the Bishop;
9:30pm; $10-$12
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30
pm; $15.95-$34.95
• Luxe’s Open Stage; Back Door;
Sign up at 10, Show at 11
• Motown the Musical; IU
Auditorium; 8pm

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2ND

• First Thursday; IU campus; free
• Pub Quiz Trivia; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30
pm; $15.95-$34.95
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia
Testing; Back Door; 7-10pm
• Alice Wetterlund; Comedy Attic;
8pm; $10-$13
• Motown the Musical; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
•

F R I D AY, N O V E M B E R 3 R D
Bob Dylan & His Band (plus Mavis
Staples); IU Auditorium; 7:30pm; $55+
•

S U N D AY, O C T O B E R 2 9 T H

• March of Dimes/March for
Babies Walk; College Mall;
1:30pm registration
• Caught on Cline with Jack
Whittle; Player’s Pub; 7:30pm; $5
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 7pm; $15.95-$34.95
• Bob Dylan & His Band (plus
Mavis Staples); IU Auditorium;
7:30pm; $55+
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• Tone Jam; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Poetry Slam; the Bishop; 9pm; $5
• Frankenstein (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30
pm; $15.95-$34.95
• We’re Still Here; Back Door;
10pm; $10
• Alice Wetterlund; Comedy Attic;
8pm & 10:30pm; $10-$13
• Comedian Heywood Banks;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
• Gary Allan; IU Auditorium;
8pm; $35+
• Language Conservancy Gala
(food, wine, auction); Deer Park
Manor; 6:30pm

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH

S U N D AY, N O V E M B E R 5 T H

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Jay Som; the Bishop; 8pm; $12$14
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (O2R Blues
Band); Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Omni; the Bishop; 9pm; $10-$12
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Madonnarama!; Back Door; 9pm
•

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH
• Double Digits; Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5
• Mashrou’ Lelila; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm; $30
• Luxe’s Open Stage; Back Door;
Sign up at 10, Show at 11
•

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH

• Spoken Word; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Waxahatchee (Kate Crutchﬁeld)
with Ought; the Bishop; 9:30pm;
$16-$18
• Whethan; Bluebird; 9pm; $15
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The Sklar Brothers; Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $12-$15
•

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH
• 3 Kings; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Jai Wolf/Elohim/AObeats;
Bluebird; 9pm; $18-$75
• Born to Run in the U.S.A.
(Springsteen Tribute Band);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; $16$22
• The Sklar Brothers; Comedy
Attic; 8pm, $14-$18; 10:30pm,
$12-$15
•

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH

• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 5pm

• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub; 8pm
• Rich Hardesty w/Lilly Meister
& Jeremy Buck; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm; $25-$35
• The Sklar Brothers; Comedy
Attic; 8pm, $16-$20; 10:30pm,
$12-$18
• Potpourri of the Arts in the
African American Tradition
(with the AAAI); IU Auditorium;
8pm; $15 students, $30 public

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12TH
• Reel Rock 12: An Adventure
Film Festival; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm; $10-$15
• Karaoke; Back Door; 10pm; free
•

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH

• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
• Weekly Blues Jam (Jack Whittle
Band); Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Alton Brown Live; IU
Auditorium; 7pm; $36+
•

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15TH
• Being Bloomington: Being
Together (meditation); BuskirkChumley Theater; 11am; free
• Luxe’s Open Stage; Back Door;
Sign up at 10, Show at 11
•

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH
• The Blankenship Band with the
Lean & the Plenty; Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5
• Sierra Hull; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm; $20-$30
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, N O V E M B E R 1 7 T H
• PBJs; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• 8 Track Mind; Player’s Pub;
8pm; $5
• Eli Young Band; Bluebird; 8pm;
$30
•

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH
• The Travelin’ McCourys-City
Jam; Bluebird; 7pm; $20-$25

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH

• Brad Goode with Trio Collective;
Player’s Pub; 7pm
• Quarryland Men’s Chorus
Winter Concert; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm; $12-$15
• Karaoke; Back Door; 10pm
•

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH
• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
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FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
RANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
NKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
RANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
FRANKENSTEIN
A MORAL AND ETHICAL DISCOURSE FOR THE 19TH CENTURY AND NOW

By Jordan Nel

In 1816, a young Lord Byron hosted a dreary summer
holiday for his friends near Lake Geneva. It was the so-called
“Year Without Summer” following the eruption of Mount
Tambora in the Dutch East Indies that forced much of the
world into a startling volcanic winter. The unseasonable
weather left Byron and his guests—fellow poet Percy Bysshe
Shelley and Shelley’s not-yet wife Mary—confined indoors for
weeks with little entertainment aside from reading old German
ghost stories. Inspired, Byron suggested a friendly competition
of sorts: the guests would come up with a ghost story of their
own. The scariest would win. Legend has it that the group
struggled to come up with a suitably scary story until Mary
had a dream about a student of science and the “unhallowed
arts” standing horrified before a ghastly, animate creature of
his own design. She awoke with a fright when, in the dream,
the creature opened its yellow, watery eyes.
Mary’s idea no doubt won Byron’s competition and
became the basis for her novel of high- and low-culture
renown, Frankenstein. Cardinal Stage Company will present
the 2011 play adaptation by Nick Dear as part of Indiana
University’s annual Themester. The production will come
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to the stage just in time to celebrate Halloween and the 2018
bicentennial of the novel’s first publication.
Unlike others in a long line of Frankenstein interpretations,
Dear’s adaptation is true to Shelley’s original, almost to the letter.
Dear cuts out Shelley’s complicated frame narrative structure and
chooses to open the play with the creature’s “birth.” In this pivotal
opener, Victor Frankenstein, the creator, looks into the creature’s
eyes, sees the magnitude and grotesqueness of a living being
“made in man’s image,” and flees the scene, abandoning his “child”
and setting off a series of tragedies that call into question the moral
and ethical efficacy of Victor’s actions.
Nineteenth-century readers of Shelley’s original also
considered the novel’s moral and ethical implications. The epigraph
in the first edition gives us Shelley’s alternate title, “The Modern
Prometheus,” and includes a quotation from Milton’s Paradise Lost
in which Satan questions God’s creative motives. Prometheus,
a mythological Titan, defies Zeus by stealing fire from Mount
Olympus and bringing it to earth, thereby blessing mankind with
its power. Similarly, Satan, in the quoted excerpt from Paradise
Lost, defies God by essentially asking: Did I ask you to create me? By
alluding to historic works in which created beings attempt to usurp
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and “play” God, this para-textual information inevitably frames the novel in moral
and ethical terms, a problematic that concerned nineteenth-century readers and
critics. Some reviewers were initially shocked by the novel’s irreverent topic and
feared that it would only appeal to readers with warped natures. Others thought
that the moral directive of Frankenstein was far too vague and open to potentially
dangerous interpretations that played on the human “passions.”
Percy Shelley was actually the first to critique Mary’s novel, perhaps in an
attempt to beat those who might try to be hostile toward his wife to the punch. His
take on the novel’s moral, by contrast, is that Victor is not at fault for his irreverence
in trying to usurp God’s sole power to create life, but that the selfishness of society
as a whole is to blame for rejecting and, as a result, instilling malevolence in the
creature. Percy Shelley’s review suggests that Frankenstein is not really a ghost story,
as its origin suggests, but is more accurately a reflection of a perversely prejudiced
society. Perhaps this interpretation also taps into humans’ enduring fascination with
monsters: we are drawn to them because they reflect some secretive and monstrous
part of ourselves.
Audiences attending Cardinal’s production of Frankenstein this month and
next can expect to engage with these timeless moral and ethical questions—
questions that are apropos to this year’s Themester topics: Diversity, Difference, and
Otherness. Themester is an annual themed semester that allows IU students and the
Bloomington community to consider a particular theme.
In a podcast featuring faculty work and its ties to the themes, Ed Comentale,
professor of English and the
Associate Vice Provost for
Arts and Humanities, offers
a rationale for why monsters
and their capacity to mirror
our innermost nature was so
thought provoking in Shelley’s
day and continues to be
provocative today. He explains
that we encounter “others”
on a daily basis: “We navigate
them, tolerate them, we sort
of withstand and abide them,
right? But,” he continues, “we
don’t engage with them as
equals in a way… There are
shocking moments where an
“other” becomes a capital “O”
Other, and sort of makes an
ethical demand on you, or forces
you to recognize that you have
some ethical responsibility.”
What Comentale is referring to is
a moment of interpellation, when you make eye contact with someone different than
you and that look strikes you in such a way that calls you into being as a morally
and ethically responsible subject. It is the same moment that Shelley experienced
in her dream and that Victor Frankenstein experiences in the opening scene of the
play, when the newly animated creature opens its eyes and calls his maker into
accountability for his actions.
Some have called the moral and ethical directive in Frankenstein “a parable of
pedagogic failure.” The creature’s lack of education due to Victor’s abandonment
and subsequent rejection from society is what turns him into a vengeful monster.
According to critic Maureen McLane, Frankenstein presents the failure of “the
promise of humanities… as a route to humanization.” The text’s internal failure
is also what makes it the perfect play to be paired with the work of this year’s
Themester and the perfect play for our times. Frankenstein is a both a call and an
outlet to become more educated about our world and about others so that we may
welcome those who may look different from us.
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We are drawn
to monsters
because they
reflect some
secretive and
monstrous part
of ourselves.

Frankenstein runs October 27 through November 5 at the Buskirk-Chumley
Theatre. Visit cardinalstage.org for tickets and more details.
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Bloomington’s coziest tea spot.

NOW OPEN

100+ Loose Leaf Teas
Tea by the cup or kettle
Iced tea • Hot tea • Bulk tea
Chai lattes • Desserts
Kombucha on tap
Apothecary • CBD Tea
Tea wares
Meeting space
Loyal-tea program
Visit us at 615 W Kirkwood Ave
812.822.2035 | btowntea.com
@bloomingtea
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Jean Cocteau’s Orphic Trilogy
[editor’s note] The Ryder is
screening Jean Cocteau’s Orpheus, in conjunction with a
musical performance of La voix
humaine, a one-act opera for
soprano, composed by Francis
Poulenc (1958),
and based on an Orphic-related
play by Cocteau. The opera tells
the story of a woman’s last phone
call to her lover, in which she
reveals she has attempted suicide.
The opera, starring Alejandra
Martinez, will be staged Sunday
November 5 at 1 p.m in Recital
Hall. It will be followed by a
Q&A with some of the musicians,
Joan Hawkins from the Media
School, and Eric Zobel from Communication and Culture.]

By Joan Hawkins

J

ean Cocteau’s Orpheus
(Orphée 1925) has a hexed
stage history that vies with
Macbeth’s. When Cocteau
ﬁrst began rehearsing the play
in his Paris apartment, wall
mirrors fell when an actor
delivered the line, “with these
gloves, you will pass through
mirrors, as if they were water.”
“You could hear glass shatter,
all the way down the quais,”
one bookseller reported. “It
became a joke. Whenever we
heard glass break, we would
say Cocteau must be rehearsing his play.” When Orpheus
opened in Mexico a year later,
an earthquake interrupted the
Bacchante scene, demolishing the theater and injuring
several people. After the
theater was rebuilt, Orpheus
was re-scheduled, a triumphant return to an interrupted
theatrical season. Unfortunately, that production, too,
was halted, when the actor
playing Orpheus died onstage,
mid-performance.
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As a result of such events, Orpheus was considered cursed well into the postwar era.
When Cocteau decided to ﬁlm the play in 1950, cinematographer Nicolas Hayer reportedly did everything he could to keep the director away from the cameras, afraid
that Cocteau’s mere presence would somehow shatter a lens. How well he succeeded
is anyone’s guess, but Orpheus—the second and some would say greatest—ﬁlm of
the Orphic Trilogy, bears Cocteau’s unmistakable stamp in every frame.
Jean Cocteau (1889-1963) was one of the most multi-talented artists of the 20th
century. A poet, painter, novelist, ﬁlm director, actor and playwright, he participated in many of the leading art movements of the early 1900s. He collaborated with
the Ballets Russes, and shared with Sergei Diaghilev a belief in what he called the
impurity of the arts, an aesthetic that mixed popular culture with classical traditions.
Following an avant-garde trajectory that extended from the early Romantic poets to
Symbolists like Rimbaud , he took drugs to “disorganize his senses” and recorded his
visions. Like the Surrealists, he drew inspiration from his intuition, dreams, and from
the fantastic realms of fairytale and myth. Unlike the Surrealists, however, he did not
believe in an aesthetics of chance. His artistic avatar was the ﬁgure of the Poet; an
artistic genius who could straddle the realms of the intuitive, the imaginary, and the
real. André Breton, the domomajor of the French Surrealist group despised Cocteau.
And when Man Ray’s partner, Lee Miller, agreed to appear in Cocteau’s ﬁlm Blood of
a Poet (1933), Breton threatened to excommunicate her from the Surrealist group.
Blood of a Poet inaugurates the Orphic Trilogy, perhaps Cocteau’s greatest work. As
the title suggests, the ﬁlm triptych explores Cocteau’s fascination with Orpheus, the
legendary musician-poet who entered the Underworld in an attempt to revive his
dead lover, Eurydice. He did not succeed. But it was his howl of anguish, the Greeks
believed, that brought music and poetry from Olympus to the human world below,
and gave us Tragedy. For Cocteau, a gay artist, the Orphic myth combined everything: a poet-hero straddling worlds of perception (life and death) in pursuit of an
always forbidden, always impossible love.
Poet is the most experimental of the three ﬁlms. A free-associative examination of
the creative process, it’s a ground-breaking exploration of the reality-bending potential of cinema. In that sense, it’s of a piece with Surrealist ﬁlms like Luis Buñuel’s
Chien Andalou (1929) and L’Age d’Or (1930). Using the simplest of camera tricks
(false perspectives, reversed ﬁlm), Cocteau plunges his artistic protagonist (Enrique
Rivero) into a dream world ﬁlled with talking statues and magical objects. The ﬁlm is
beautiful and very funny, as it uses stunning visuals and a coy (and queer) sexuality
to explore the dangers of the creative impulse.
It’s a theme Cocteau ﬂeshed out in his Orpheus (1950), the second ﬁlm of the trilogy.
A contemporary adaptation of the Orphic myth, the ﬁlm stars Jean Marais as a young
man obsessed with verses he believes are being transmitted through his car radio.
He begins to neglect his Eurydice (Marie Déa), sacriﬁcing love for art, until ﬁnally
she dies and he must travel to the realm of the Dead to ﬁnd her. Stylistically the ﬁlm
retains many of the dreamlike qualities of Blood of a Poet, with whispy underworld
shades and demonic bikers. But here the incursion of a cinematic “realism” gives the
ﬁlm itself the look and feel of straddling worlds. It’s lovingly-lensed and the adaptation of stageplay to cinema gave Cocteau the freedom to play with ghostly presence
in a more immediate, impressionistic way. Like Blood, it’s a beautiful ﬁlm.
Testament of Orpheus (1959) is the most demanding and least-seen ﬁlm of the
trilogy. Described by Cocteau as a “farewell ﬁlm,” it’s an elegy starring Cocteau as
himself, an artist at the end of his life wandering through a landscape ﬁlled with his
own creations (and guest stars Yul Brynner and Pablo Picasso). Watching the ﬁlm
now, one is reminded of the Cremaster Cycle, and indeed critics have compared Matthew Barney to Cocteau. “Like some shopper in a Wagnerian Costco,” Jed Perl writes,
“he won’t be satisﬁed with one or two symbols when he can have the twelve-pack or
the twenty-four pack.” That can be said of Cocteau, as well. Certainly, Testament is
packed with all the symbols that populate the rest of trilogy: mirrors, talking statues,
machines, laurel wreaths, and once-beautiful, but now aging, artists. As the ﬁlm ends,
Cocteau seems to suggest that the cinema camera is the modern-day equivalent of Orpheus’s lyre; an instrument that can open the doors of perception and bring transcendence to the world. In the hands of a lesser ﬁlmmaker this would seem pretentious,
but here it is so sincere that the audience can only smile and say, “well, Cocteau.”
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Will Devitt
(guitarist) and Nell
Devitt (ceramic
artist) in their
Bloomfield, Indiana
studio (1985)

Nell Devitt’s Retrospective
by Paul Sturm
I was jolted into exuberance the first time I saw Nell
Devitt’s artwork…that ‘shock-of-the-new’ rush from realizing
I’ll forever see the world with new eyes. There was no going
back; no “unseeing” or forgetting her bold wall sculptures made
of smoke fired clay tiles. (clay! of all things…)
Thirty-five years later, Devitt remains an all-time personal
favorite visual artist, with a refreshingly distinct voice – her
extraordinary ability to blend the clean-line beauty of minimal
geometric forms with a murky, smoke-infused palate and rich
surface textures born from aleatory…it’s like luscious dark
chocolate for your mind and soul.
I count myself lucky that I’m an occasional visitor to her
studio in Greene County. Through the years, I’ve been able to
track her progress and revel in her new work. For most artloving Hoosiers, though, Nell Devitt’s work is less accessible
for viewing because she has rarely shown in Bloomington or
Indianapolis.
Devitt’s creative prowess and assured technique have
allowed her to create ceramic art tile works that have attracted
buyers and commissions in major urban markets on both
East and West coasts, and in Chicago. She sells the inventory
she might otherwise exhibit and then turns her attention to
generating new series of art tiles. Devitt has led, and continues
to lead, the life of a successful working artist. And that – at least
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for some readers – may be considered an even greater feat than her
bold innovations in using ceramics as a collectible art medium.
So with full-on excitement, I herald the coming of “Nell Devitt
Ceramic Retrospect 1980-2017” – a not-to-miss exhibition featuring
a 37-year retrospective look at the work of this local gem. The show
runs at the Ivy Tech John Waldron Arts Center’s Miller Gallery from
Oct. 28 thru Nov. 18.
Devitt began her career in the 1970s with a functional clay
background (making pots, cups, plates, bowls), but most of her work
for the last 30+ years has been decorative art tiles – both smoke fired
and occasionally wood fired.
I recently made the pilgrimage out to Bloomfield to chat with
Devitt in her studio. I asked her how and when she made the leap
from table to wall; from functional to nonfunctional clay art. For her,
the shift was organic.
“I can’t recall having an ‘a-ha’ moment. I make connections
through growth, learning and change, but the process was gradual.
It’s important to remember that craft itself is a very organic art form.
The craft tradition is that you learn by doing things through repetition.
You learn how clay responds by making series of multiples, like a
series cups. That gradual transformation is an important aspect of
craft, and an important part of my process. So it wasn’t one moment;
it was a gradual, organic process.
“I started with pots and vessels, bowls and cups, canisters, bird
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feeders… Like other
clay artists, I started by
throwing functional work,
the type of work you do in
larger production scales.
But I never did as much
pure production work as
most clay artists. I was
more interested in doing
limited series that I could
use to explore a theme
or design, but then allow
my work to transform
and change as I had new
insights and ideas. When
I switched to smoke fired
clay, I began creating
decorative wall tiles as a
Nell Devitt’s “Fat X” (2009)
complement to the vessels
[photo by Kevin Montague]
– and they were useful in
designing a visually compelling booth at craft fairs – and gradually my focus shifted to
the wall tiles.
“In 1979 I started doing regional craft shows with my smoke fired work, and
I was fortunate to begin showing at American Craft Council (ACC) exhibitions in
1985. At that first ACC show, my pieces caught the attention of Carol Sedestrom Ross
(founder/CEO of American Craft Enterprises and senior vice president of American
Craft Council). Carol was the first person to encourage me to develop the design side
of my work. She believed that I could be a designer as well as a producer; that most
clay artists are makers, which is good; but she thought I was strong in both design and
execution, which made my pieces distinct and original. For clay, my pieces were less
utilitarian and focused more on creating a strong image. I got encouragement like that
from several people, which gave me the confidence to keep trying new things.”
Whether her source inspiration is a zipper or a leaf or a letter or a geometric
shape, Devitt’s tiles explore abstraction with a minimalist aesthetic that incorporates
the indeterminacy of smoke firing. Her practice is rooted in Japanese raku, and Devitt
apprenticed for a year in Kasama, Japan with potter Ono Yoshi, before coming to
Bloomfield in 1978 to set up her studio.
“During my year in Japan [1977], I saw firsthand how artists would create with a
specific intent to celebrate the error or the irregularity or the one little flaw that makes
a whole image come alive. That aesthetic infuses my work and my creative language.
I’m interested in the imperfect, impermanent, and incomplete found in nature and the
world. I try to create tiles and installations that embody asymmetry and simplicity;
that use the rough, uneven surface of smoke firing.
“And I’ve always liked repeating tile patterns that have small, irregular
interruptions; like old tile floors with small, scattered imperfections. I like creating that
look in the context of minimalism and abstraction. What I like about minimalism is the
repetition and the space, and one of the values in abstraction is that it can be open to
any interpretation.”
And Devitt is committed to smoke firing, a technique she has been mastering and
refining since 1979.
“I like to use straw in my smoke firing, although some artists use sawdust,
newspaper, or other flammable materials. What I love is the warm, dark, dim look
of clay that is smoke fired: the straw marks, the irregularities, the random results. I
also have a primary color palate – red, yellow, blue, and green stains – that, when you
smoke fire them, their color is more subtle but still visible.”
Devitt’s dark tonal palate contributes to the dramatic impact of her work. Within
Devitt’s fields of multiple tiles, there’s tremendous subtlety in the surface and color
and shine of each tile, lending textural depth to her large minimal designs. This
combination of simple form, elegant design, and engaging texture has made Devitt’s
work a favorite of interior designers, architects and galleries.
In fact, the marketplace is ever-present in Devitt’s creative plans and art-life
gestalt, but commerce plays a very symbiotic role with her growth and development
as a visual art innovator. Rather than dampening or ‘chilling’ Devitt’s artistic vision,
the customers she has attracted and the revenue she generates from her work actually
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image you see on the wall;
serve to coax, validate and
I like to use straw in my smoke firing, although
kind of a conceptual aspect.
‘underwrite’ new periods of
some artists use sawdust, newspaper, or
“All of those early
exploration.
text pieces were more like
“When I first started
other flammable materials. What I love is
typesetting in clay. Now
participating in ACC shows,
I’m interested in the letters
there were a few adventurous
the warm, dark, dim look of clay that is smoke
themselves, but letters in
buyers who really liked my
fired: the straw marks, the irregularities, the
abstract form – using one
early tiles. I remember an
complete but cropped letter
exhibition in West Springfield,
random results.
for each tile. I take a single
MA when an architectural
corner or section of a letter
group from downtown Boston
– Nell Devitt
and zoom in on it, keeping
got so excited. They laid
what’s most interesting or
their blueprints down on the
most important in that image.
floor to figure out how many
Pieces in this style include
tiles they would need for an
‘direct experience’ (2006), ‘unafraid’ (2009), ‘objective’ (2010), and
installation in a Boston bank, and they bought my entire display
‘fearless’ (2017), which was fired in September.”
of 40 tiles.
“When I get enough orders to work on a line of tiles, I can
And very recently, Devitt has begun again to etch messages into
work on a visual series that allows me to explore the theme, the
the exterior walls of freeform pinch pots. This new series of pinch
design. And it’s through repetition that I develop insights and
pots, which returns to a very simple functional form, and a very
a personal style; the progression from one series of tiles to the
simple method of creation, is a further extension of Devitt’s lifelong
next series grows out of what I’m able to learn from exploring
affinity with minimalism and the reductionist aesthetic at the heart
the design through the repeat production of a design series. So
of her creative method.
the steady commissions and income from wholesale buyers,
“It’s a subtractive process. I throw out everything that isn’t
architectural designers, and collectors has allowed me to explore
part of the pure design in its simplest form. I’m not making
and deepen my craft.”
a representational piece. I’m trying to create tiles that use the
To keep her ideas fresh, Devitt has played with text as
simplest elements to achieve something beautiful or memorable or
a stylistically disruptive departure from abstract shapes and
provocative. For me, it’s the emotion and joy that comes from seeing
forms. And across many years and tile series, her foray into
something elegant created from simple abstract shapes. My goal is
text-art clay has – not surprisingly – led her back to abstraction.
to make art in a way that I can eliminate non-essentials, not only in
“My first text piece was ‘My List’ and it was just that: a list
the design of the piece but also in the way that it gets fired and in the
of all the things that I thought defined me. For my initial text
subtle smoky palate I use.
tiles, I would cut clay letters from stencils or templates, and
“And I try to live my life through a subtractive process as
add them to tiles. It was very time consuming. Every day I
well, clearing away everything that isn’t necessary to being an
would be able to get only one or two full words created. I did
artist working and living in Greene County, Indiana. It’s what I’ve
a number of text tiles like this, but the process was always very
done all my life, because it’s a core value. Whether I was making
time- and labor-intensive. I eventually stopped making them,
functional pieces to sell in local craft fairs, or making big, dramatic
although my text tile pieces were very popular at a show I did
sculptural tile installations for art buyers, I’ve always wanted to
at the Smithsonian.
keep my production right-sized to that level where I can pay for my
“On my next series of text pieces, I used a cover-tile that
process of discovery and then keep innovating. I can make enough
would hang over a back-tile that had text on it. You had to
pieces of a series that the repetition teaches me something, but then
lift up the cover tile to see the text etched onto the back tile;
move on to the new ideas I get from that repetitive process.”
otherwise, the message simply exists under the surface of the
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Nell Devitt’s “Two Alike Parallelogram” (2016)
[photo by Kevin Montague]

Nell Devitt’s “Redeye” (2008)
[photo by Kevin Montague]
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Nell Devitt’s “Direct Experience” (2006)
[photo by Kevin Montague]
Most professionals also hone their craft
through lifelong study of their medium and
exposure to peer artists. Devitt is likewise
devoted to seeking out and studying the work
of others, and this learning process is only
getting better – more information-rich – as
technology allows faster, broader sharing of
images and ideas.
“Coming from a functional clay tradition,
it’s been important for me to study other
contemporary ceramicists and the history of
clay, but also painting, sculpture, jewelry and
other media. My influences are wide-ranging:
from minimalist Sol LeWitt (I love MASS
MoCA’s building that houses 4 floors of his
wall drawings) to post-minimalist Eva Heese;
from conceptualist Barbara Kruger (with her
mind-blowing floor-to-ceiling text pieces) to
painter Agnes Martin to sculptor Donald Judd.
“All of my early study was done slowly:
hours devoted to trips to the library and days
hanging out in the art section of a bookstore
that allowed me time to digest information
and assimilate visual ideas and aesthetics.
Today I’m able to travel virtually to any place
in the world at any time of the day using my
iPad and cell phone. With Instagram, Google,
and other Internet tools, I can look at artists’
work both old and new, in galleries and in
studios, from any location. It’s a rich time for
artists to intermingle their ideas.
“Through it all, my goals have been
simple: create art that satisfies me, sell what I
make, and make what I need to survive. I try
to eliminate the non-essential in my artwork
as well as my life.”
Nell Devitt’s beautiful smoke fired
ceramic tiles will be on display at the Ivy Tech
John Waldron Arts Center’s Miller Gallery
(122 S. Walnut Street; 812-330-4400) from Oct.
28 thru Nov. 18, and the exhibit’s opening
reception is Friday, Nov. 3 from 5pm-8pm
during downtown Bloomington’s monthly
‘First Friday’ festivities. Admission is free.
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A Spanish
Conversation-Stopper

by Shayne Laughter

If I had a handle…

It was going to be the two-week trip of a lifetime, and all for
the cost of airfare to Madrid.
Late last July, I set out to be one of a dozen native, ﬂuent
English speakers who would enjoy a free week-long stay at the
Hotel Izan Puerta de Gredos, an eighteenth-century grand estate turned luxury hotel, three hours outside Madrid, near the
magniﬁcent walled city of Avila. As Vaughan Town volunteers,
we would get a beautiful hotel room, ﬁve-star meals and wine,
all for free – and we were sure to make new, vibrant friendships by speaking English with a lively bunch of Spaniards.
That was going to be week one. I was signed up for two
weeklong programs at Vaughan Town, an English-language
immersion program for adult Spaniards who want to improve their English via conversation, role-playing and gooﬁng
around with English speakers. My second week was to be in a
ﬁve-star hotel built inside a 16th-century castle in Belmonte, a
city in La Mancha.

It didn’t work out that way.
Vaughan Systems, the parent company of Vaughan Town, has been
teaching English in Spain since 1977. Founder and educator Richard
Vaughan is an American who realized that Spanish corporate clients
need their executives and staﬀ to have ﬂuency. “Vaughan Town” was
created as an immersive program so these business-oriented students
can practice speaking and listening to many diﬀerent kinds of English
voices, accents and personalities. We “Anglos” stand in for the people
these Spaniards will be dealing with in real-world meetings, conference calls, interviews, customer service and social situations.
I was keen to get back to Spain, where I had lived for a month on a
writing residency in 2014. I was also eager to talk to Spaniards, and
model my stellar verbosity.

Come with Me to Madrid

We would travel by bus on Sunday to the Puerta de Gredos hotel.
Saturday night, the Vaughan Town staﬀ held a get-acquainted party
at a tapas bar. The snacks were tasty, the sangria ﬂowed. We Anglos
were heading for programs in all three locations, so for most of us this
would be our only chance to talk.

English idioms and phrasal verbs are easier to learn when you use them in a silly skit.
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Soon, I needed the ladies’ room. Upstairs and down the hall, they
said. Fine, I said, and left my purse, phone and the day’s souvenirs
tied up in a shopping bag, tucked under a table.
Let me tell you something about public restrooms in Spain. They
are secure. The outer room has the sink. Both the outer room and the
stalls have solid wood doors that go all the way up to the lintel and
all the way down to the ﬂoor. The toilet stall in this restroom had a
sign taped on it with a lot of Spanish, which I don’t read, but took to
mean, “All employees must wash hands before returning to work.”
So I went in, closed the door, did my business and reached to open
the nice safe, solid wooden door, and …
… there was no handle on this door.
There should have been a handle. There was a hole for a handle.
There was the latch mechanism. But there was no handle. And the
door was latched.
I was locked in the toilet stall.
I was locked inside a small room inside a slightly bigger room, that
was upstairs from a noisy party.
Pause.
Three deep, incredulous breaths. Giddy laughter … BECAUSE! Then
some vocal warmups, as I was about to go ballistic on my throat.
“HAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLPPP!”
Breath support, resonance, projection! I unleashed the patented
Shayne Laughter Extended Ululation™ (a sort of warbling scream
through the sinuses) that is not intended for use in small enclosed
spaces and now I really know why.
I kicked and beat on the door. “HAAAAAAAAALLLLLLPPP!”
Scream, ululate, kick, beat. Every few minutes I would stop to
breathe and relax my throat and laugh. There I was, in a physical
situation that would have so many of us in hysteria, and all I could do
was laugh. Laughing helped me think.
There was a lot of drinking going on down there. Eventually somebody was going to have to come upstairs to pee.
Fifteen minutes, twenty minutes. I begged my Guardian Angels
to sit on a few bladders and hurry it up. It was getting hot in that
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marble-tiled toilet stall. I could still hear the party, noisier than
ever, below me. I laughed convulsively, remembering how
often I had declared my intention to go to Spain, talk for two
weeks straight, and connect with so many new people … and
I’m sealed in a toilet stall!
Thinking of ventilation, I checked the ceiling. Acoustic tiles! I
reached up and slid one back. Ventilation ductwork! I climbed
up onto the toilet, and screamed and ululated into the ventilation system.
At the 30-minute mark, I heard noise outside the safe, solid
wood door. Scream, kick, ululate! A man’s voice said, “Hang
on, I’ll get help!” At last.
That thirty-minute screaming session had consequences, but
not until later in the week. For the next four days, I functioned
in a kind of social ecstasy.

Why I’m There

The Puerta de Gredos luxury hotel sits at the foot of the Gredos Massif mountains in central Spain, proud of its three-hundred-year history as a grand estate. It delivers ﬁne food and
wine, a bar in the lobby, a steam room, and a choice between
an indoor pool or the clear River Tormes in easy walking
distance.
Our Vaughan Town group of Anglos were retirees, independent travelers, teachers, and yes, a few artists: a writer (me), a
landscape painter, an illustrator and a standup comedian. We
hailed from the US, Australia, South Africa, the UK and Canada. And we were all there pretty much for free.
Here’s what makes this voluntourism deal so sweet: You
don’t have to be an English teacher, or any kind of teacher –
you just have to be willing and able to make conversation with
anyone, as they work to function entirely in English.
Practicing your own street Spanish is forbidden here. Even
the Spaniards have to speak English to each other. That’s the
one steel-cast rule.
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No Pay to Play

Other immersive language-teaching programs like this
have sprung up around Spain
and in other countries, imitating Vaughan Town’s successful model. However, Joan, a
Scots retiree, told me why she
had declined a spot in a different program: “If I went to
the program in Vietnam,” she
said “I would have to pee.”
Meaning (I realized after
a baﬄed moment), in some
programs, English-speakers
are required to pay a fee to the
company.
Vaughan Town asks no investment from its Anglos beyond
their time and commitment to
participate.
Well, yes, you do have to pay
for your ﬂight to Madrid, and
maybe accommodations for a
night or two, before you get on
the bus at the Vaughan oﬃces. But then you are carried out to
the glorious Spanish countryside, where the costs of European
travel are returned to you many times over.
You may be in Puerta de Gredos, as I was, marveling at how
the restored manor house harmoniously mixes 18th-century
beams and stone with thoroughly modern granite and glass.
You may be in the medieval town of Belmonte, in La Mancha,
in a restored ﬁfteenth century palace. Or you may wake up in
Aranjuez, a World Heritage Site just south of Madrid, where
Philip II built an astonishing royal residence.

de Avila, the village closest to the Hotel Puerta de Gredos. Minutes
after, we entered the stone gates of the estate.
By American stomachs it was lunchtime, but we had surrendered
to a Spanish life. Lunch was at 2 pm
daily, followed by a 2-hour siesta.
Dinner was at 9 pm, breakfast at 9
am, and the work of conversation was
scheduled in 50-minute blocks with
short breaks between.

“There was no handle
on the toilet stall door.
There should have been a
handle. But there was no
handle. And the door was
latched. I was locked in
the toilet stall.”
Shayne Laughter

We Get Talking

Our Anglo volunteer work at Vaughan Town began the
moment we stepped on the bus, early Sunday morning. Our
week’s “Master of Ceremonies,” Alba, commanded us cheerfully to partner up with a Spaniard and start talking. (I begged
oﬀ, to save my throat.) These ﬁrst conversations lasted for the
90-minute ride to a stop where we had 15 minutes for a coﬀee
and bathroom break.
An hour later, the bus squeezed through the streets of Barco

Discovery Every Hour

Monday, work began in earnest.
Marlena, the Program Director,
constantly adjusted the schedule to
pair us up, Anglo and Spaniard, for 50
minutes of one-to-one conversations.
These are the primary work of the
program, and we were shuﬄed together in new combinations all week.
We spread out around the hotel’s vast
lounge, its patios and decks, or we
took walks to the river and into the
countryside.
I got to know a physicist, and a
21-year-old business student who wants to change the world’s ﬁnancial system. Ana, a supply-chain logistics manager, admitted she
can whip oﬀ business reports in English but falters when she has to
connect socially through spontaneous conversation.
Nico, a gynecologist, leapt into a conversation with me about writing and literature. He has a passion for the Beats, especially Kerouac
and Burroughs, in Spanish translation. “I tell my students that On the
Road is a very dangerous book,” he said. “Then, of course, they read
it.” He is also a fan of Chiminanda Ngozi Adich’s Americana and
Why We Should All Be Feminists.
Ivan, a theatrical sound and light technician, practices reading in
English. He has picked his books from the Young Adult genre, to be
sure he can follow the plot. However, he really wishes he hadn’t read
the whole Twilight series. I recommended Dashiell Hammett’s spare,
direct prose as an antidote, and he perked up. He loves detective noir.

Humor Makes It Happen

Silly behavior, laughter and play became crucial for getting through
the week. Marlena ﬁt together small groups to do skits and presentations, sometimes on subjects beyond everyone’s comfort zone
(Human Cloning, anyone?). Spaniards tend to be raised under strict
rules of social restraint and serious behavior. Watching all that break
down in moments of hilarity and creative invention also loosened
up our conversation time – both in the assigned pairs and the dinner
table chatter.
We still had to practice the serious professional situations these students
will face in the real world of Business English. We called each other on
the phone, and improvised interactions using Vaughan’s scripts.
I became an airline customer service rep helping a Spanish traveler
who had lost his luggage. Then I was an American trying to book a
retreat cottage. On a conference call, the Spanish team had to respond
to each other in English, as well as to the caller.

Restroom’s Revenge
The gates into Puerta de Gredos, with the Gredos
Massif mountains in the distance.
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By Wednesday my voice was deep and rough, and I was popping
ibuprofen for a mild fever. Thursday morning I couldn’t make a
sound. My throat burned with an infection. It didn’t take but minutes
to make a serious decision. I wrote a note and showed it to Marlena:
“I need medicine. And I need to withdraw from the Belmonte week.”
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Nico the gynecologist went into the village pharmacy to get antibiotics (yes, you can get antibiotics
over the counter in Spain). He came back with
eﬀective meds and the pharmacist’s orders that
I not speak for two days. I was released from all
speaking activities that day and the next, which
was good for my throat but I truly missed talking
to these people. I wanted to socialize, hang out,
have late-night drinks in the hotel lounge.
And these were our last two days in the
program! I had to sit out one-to-ones, presentations, a walk into the village, and a party that
ran into the wee hours. I scribbled furiously in
my notebook, to have some brief, slow-paced
chats. What a discipline. I had gone from soaring orality to pithy micro-literature.

Until Next Year

Getting oﬀ the bus again in Madrid, I was
still scribbling notes, while hugging my new
friends goodbye. Stupid restroom adventure or
not, the value of the experience was far beyond
the dollars spent. I intend to apply again in
2018, so I can get inside those 15th-century
palaces.
And you can bet, for the rest of my life I will
always double-check the restroom door.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Shayne Laughter
is a ﬁction writer and radio producer in
Bloomington, Indiana.
Information about Vaughan Town’s
application process is found at http://
volunteers.grupovaughan.com/what-we-do/
vaughan-town
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We wore name tags on lanyards all the �me, even at meals, some�mes to
remember our own names.
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